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HOW TO IMPROVE SAFETY DURING COMBAT MISSIONS?

HOW TO PROTECT COMRADES AT SEA?

While civilians use flashy colours and open emergen-
cy frequencies to draw attention on themselves to 
survive in case of sea emergency, for soldiers and 
combatants it‘s absolutely vital to remain invisible 
and unnoticed.

That‘s why they are sent into mission without protec-
tive electronic rescue devices. 

INDEPENDENT

Here, Seareq provides two stand-alone Electronic 
Rescue and Locating Systems offer substantial help: 
ENOS® and MOBOS®.

Both devices are GPS supported and absolutely inde-
pendent from external technical support (406 MHz, 
AIS, Channel 16, DSC 70 etc.) as well as from exter-
nal help (e.g. SAR, Coast Guard). 
ENOS® and MOBOS® don‘t interfere with GMDSS!

AUTONOMOUS

The Seareq Systems are 100% autonomous and self-
contained. They can be used in any kind of boat even 
in dinghies and inflatable vessels.  

The Seareq Systems consist of 2 units:

1.  the Receiver onboard the vessel and
2.  the Beacons carried by the comrades 

The Beacon is activated in case of need only. It relays 
the alert including comrade‘s GPS position directly 
to the Receiver and does not interfere with GMDSS.

Using its own GPS position and the received GPS data 
from the Beacon, the Seareq-Receiver then determi-
nes the exact distance and bearing from the boat to 
the comrade.

MADE FOR PROFESSIONALS: 
 ENOS® pro and MOBOS® pro 

To fullfill all comrades‘ needs in respect to keeping 
them invisible and to relay their alerts unnoticed over 
very long distances of up to ~ 17 Nautical Miles*, 
Seareq developed very powerful Beacons specifically 
for professionals: 

ENOS®pro  and  MOBOS® pro

*special radio receiving antenna EF5pro-S required



Thanks to the self-contained principle of functio-
ning all rescues were managed without any external 
help. Regardless whether the rescue operation was 
managed in coastal waters or in remote areas.

2015 MOBOS® was launched, a Man-Over-Board-
Operating-System. It‘s based on the same reliable 
and successfully functional principle: 
Autonomous and unnoticed by others. 

Depending on the preferred PFD MOBOS®-Beacon 
is available with manual switch (for foam PFD) or 
with automatic switch which is activated by the self-
inflation of the automatic PFD.

HOW IT ALL BEGAN

2004 Seareq launched ENOS®-System, world‘s 
unique autonomous rescue system to locate divers 
on the surface when they are swept away by currents. 
It‘s the 1st rescue system specifically made for divers.
 
Since then, it is worldwide in application on diving 
centers. In all these years crews on ENOS®-Boats 
never had to search for the missing persons because 
of the easily understandable graph displayed on the 
ENOS®-Receiver screen. 

That‘s why no rescue operation took longer than 15 
minutes — even when divers surfaced 1.8 Nautical 
Miles away!
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SEAREQ AT IMO

ENOS® and MOBOS® are proprietary devices of 
Seareq and 100 % made in Germany.

2011 and 2016 Seareq presented the systems at 
IMO, International Maritime Organization in 
London (page 8). 

Over time, more and more professionals (e.g. from 
oil and wind farm industries as well as governmental 
units) decided for ENOS® and MOBOS® to protect 
workers and comrades at sea. 

They all appreciate the self-contained functional 
principle for speedy and unnoticed rescue.

SEAREQ-BEACONS “PRO”

The new Beacons ENOS®pro and MOBOS®pro are 
developed specifically for professionals at sea in 
high swell: extremely powerful to cover extremely 
long distances of up to 17 Nautical Miles!
They can be combined with all Seareq-Receivers. 

To receive the alert over long distances the special 
radio receiving antenna EF5pro-S is required. 
It has to be mounted as high as possible and can 
be connected to all ENOS®- and MOBOS®-Receivers.  

No matter whether the Receiver is permanently  
installed on command‘s bridge or if it‘s a portable 
case for mobile applications.
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Hidden Operations, Hidden Rescues

Autonomous and Independent

Unperceived Alert

Self-Contained and Self-Dependent

Enables promptly initiated rescues

No AIS, No “Big Alert”

Does not interfere with GMDSS

Successful and Reliable

On request Individual Encryption

All rescues in a space of minutes

World-Wide experience since 2005

Useable in all kinds of boats, even in inflatable vessels ENOS® and MOBOS® at the foot of IMO flag

HIDDEN RESCUES WITH ENOS® AND MOBOS® 

UNNOTICED AND DISCRETE
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1.

2.

3.

The Seareq-Receiver is placed onboard the 
boat. It has determined its GPS position [A] 
through the GPS satellites.

In case of need the Seareq-Beacon has to be 
activated on the surface. Depending on appli-
cation the Beacon is switched on automatically 
or manually. 
After activation, the Beacon relays promptly a 1st 

alert directly to the Receiver. The crew is imme-
diately informed about the case of emergency.

Then, the Seareq-Beacon determines its GPS 
position [B] automatically. When the Beacon 
has evaluated its GPS position [B] it transmits 
the data also directly to the Seareq-Receiver.
  

 

4.

Due to the fact that Seareq-Systems are inde-
pendent from external technologies and external  
rescue institutions, the rescue operations are not 
noticed by the GMDSS and other international sea 
rescue devices. Thanks to the portable ENOS®- and 
MOBOS®-Receivers the rescues can be managed 
from all kinds of boats, even from inflatable vessels. 

Speedy rescues, discrete and direct instead 
of time-consuming search and „Big Alert“!

Using its own GPS position [A] and the received 
GPS position [B] from the Beacon, the Seareq 
Receiver then determines the exact distance 
and bearing from the boat to the persons in 
need (page 10-11).  

HIDDEN FUNCTIONAL PRINCIPLE

1. [A] 

2. [B] 

3. [UHF] 

GPSGPSGPSGPSGPS
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RECEPTION OF MULTIPLE ALERTS SIMULTANEOUSLY

The figures to the right of the circle give detailed information about:

+ 
+ 
+ 
+

Numbers of distress calls received - No
Individual Identification of Beacon - ID
Distance and relative Bearing from the vessel to MOB 
Time elapsed since the first alert was received from this Beacon

The Receivers ENOS® and MOBOS® 
receive multiple alerts simulta-
neously. Regardless of the setting 
used on the display such as Rela-
tive Diagram (page 10) or the GPS 
Coordinates Diagram (page 11).

RELATIVE DIAGRAM

The cross + in the center repre-
sents the position of the ship, the 
arrow on the top shows vessel‘s 
heading. 

The numbers within the circle
are the precise positions of the 
persons in need in relation to 
the ship.

All lifesaving data at a glance!
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RELATIVE DIAGRAM OR GPS COORDINATES DIAGRAM

The key for a speedy rescue!

GPS COORDINATES 

An alternative to the Relative  
Diagram (page 10) the position of 
the person in need is given in pre-
cise GPS Coordinates. With this 
setting also multiple alerts can be 
received, evaluated and displayed 
on the screen simultaneously.

INDIVIDUAL ADJUSTMENTS

Both Receivers can be adjusted  
according to individual needs: 

Depending on local lighting condi-
tions the colours of the screen 
can be adjusted to Blue-White, 
Black-White or White-Black.

All Seareq Receiver models are equipped standardly bi-lingual: English and German.

Furthermore to all Seareq Receivers the special Radio Receiving Antenna EF5pro-S can be connected to enlarge the 
receiving range and to receive the alerts from the Beacons ENOS® pro and MOBOS® pro over very long distances. 
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SEAREQ BEACONS ENOS®pro AND MOBOS®pro
A RESULT OF CONSEQUENT AND UNCOMPROMISING RESEARCH

Antennas inside = Maximum protection

Handy and compact, robust made housing

Easy to handle even with gloves and in darkness

Asymmetric position “ON” of the manual switch is clearly to see and to feel in darkness

All 20 seconds update of comrade‘s GPS position

170 hours operational time of batteries

Powered by commercially available batteries (AAA Lithium)

Owner can change batteries by himself; No return to manufacturer due to battery change

ENOS® pro, the Beacons for divers: Pressure proofed up to 330 ft / 100 m (on request deeper)

ENOS® pro and MOBOS® pro are combinable with all Seareq-Receivers (to receive the alerts over 
very long distances the external Radio Receiving Antenna EF5pro-S is required)

Available in all colours: standard signal colours, individual custom colours and camouflage colours
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AUTOMATIC SWITCH

The Beacon MOBOS®pro MTX-A can 
be embedded in (almost) all automa-
tic Personal Floatation Devices. 

In case of emergency MOBOS®pro 
MTX-A is placed upright on the top 
of the inflated PFD — the optimum 
position to relay MOB‘s alert! 

MANUAL SWITCH

Easy to handle even with gloves and 
in darkness: Just turn the switch by 
180° — that‘s it! 

The asymmetric position shows clear-
ly ”ON“ which is also clearly to feel. 

The Beacons MOBOS®pro MTX-M 
and ENOS®pro ETX can be attached 
to the equipment easily by its pouch.
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TECHNICAL DATA

Protection for Protectors:

Beacon ENOS®pro 
ETXpro

with pouch made from cordura

ETX, Manual Activation 
Attached to the comrade by the pouch. 
Takes no influence on the movements.
Pressure proofed up to 100 m / 330 ft.

Beacon MOBOS®pro 
MTX-Apro

 
to implement in automatic PFD

MTX-A, Automatic Activation 
Embedded in the automatic PFD. 
Releases the alert automatically due to 
self-inflation of PFD after water contact.

Beacon MOBOS®pro 
MTX-Mpro

with pouch made from cordura

MTX-M, Manual Activation 
Attached to the comrade by the pouch. 
Takes no influence on the movements.

Housing 200 x 35 mm (L x D), plastic 200 x 35 mm (L x D), plastic 200 x 35 mm (L x D), plastic

Water Protection IP 68 IP 67 IP 68

Temperature - 20° C   /  + 70° C - 20° C   / +  70° C - 20° C   / + 70° C

Weight 0.36 lbs   /   165 gram,  
including batteries

0.36 lbs   /   165 gram,  
including batteries

0.36 lbs   /   165 gram,  
including batteries

Power Supply 2 x AAA Lithium Batteries 
1.5 V, 1250 mAh

2 x AAA Lithium Batteries 
1.5 V, 1250 mAh

2 x AAA Lithium Batteries 
1.5 V, 1250 mAh

Current Time 170 hours, 1 week 170 hours, 1 week 170 hours, 1 week

Conform with R&TTE directive EN300-220, V 2010
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